Become a Community Builder in
Would you like to be part of managing and growing the world first student driven house for
innovation? To do something meaningful for groundbreaking student projects and communities while
being social?
In Station we are a large group of students creating a unique community and movement together.
Purpose of Station
We as students believe in creating sustainable positive impact. We believe it happens by coming
together across disciplines and that it fosters innovation. In Station students from all higher
education’s come together to create projects, startups, organizations, and activities.
Community Builders make this come true
We work hard to create a culture of connectedness and friendly community. We do so by ensuring the
best conditions for our fellow students so that interdisciplinary meetings can happen.
We facilitate and start community activities, recruit students and spread the word about Station.
You can expect
Community. You will be part of a great team consisting of lots of friendly and brilliant students!
Boldness. Station is the worlds first student driven innovation house.
State of the art facilities. You will be part of the life in Station, a newly transformed police station that
is originally 100 years old and measures 3700 square meters.
Responsibility. We are for students by students and if you have a great initiative there are wide frames
to implement it!
Skills and outcomes. You will get hands on experience going from theory to practice, you will challenge
your own creativity and develop an entrepreneurial mindset of “doing it”.
What we expect from you
You can plan, coordinate and execute. You thrive in a dynamic environment.
You are comfortable with facilitating and taking the first step.
You are inspired by passionate and engaged fellow students.
You are a team player and open to working with many different kinds of people.
You are a student at or recent graduate from a higher education.
You can dedicate at least 10 hours of your time per week – flexible with exams and holidays of course!
Tasks as a Community Builder could be
Developing or executing community activities and workshops.
Engaging and coordinating with community members
(these are students volunteering, running projects and student
organisations).
Posts on social media, creating sign up flows and shopping lists.
Engaging people in our café.
You will be working closely with Markus (seen to the right)

“Hi! My name is Markus, student from DTU and I’m working with
community building and partnerships here in Station! Station is for
me the place where I can connect with other students and inspiring
projects. Station has a special role to play in the interdisciplinary
ecosystem for students. The people I meet here continues to
inspire me and I am driven by extending Station to more people
and awesome projects.”
Apply by sending him a mail at markus.h@station.dk

